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C04 Session Description
In its current strategic plan, the Land Trust Alliance committed to designing and launching a
coalition-based “Relevance Campaign.” The Alliance conducted market research studies that
identified an audience of 33 million adult Americans who, like land trust current supporters, care
about conservation and are committed to taking action. These “conservation concerned”
individuals are young, diverse and have not yet engaged with the land trust community. In
partnership with 14 land trusts, the Alliance developed and tested messaging to engage
“conservation concerned” audiences, and, in April of this year, launched a pilot phase of the
Gaining Ground campaign. In this session, participants will gain insights into what messages
and tactics were effective as well as tips on how to participate in the ongoing campaign to
broaden their base of support by incorporating the campaign messaging and other materials,
including social graphics and digital advertising tactics, templates and videos, into their own
communications and outreach.
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Why a marketing campaign?
Audiences
Campaign Framework

Agenda

Messages
Campaign Toolkit for Land Trusts
Campaign Next Steps
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“There should be a national communications
campaign that raises all boats. We need to
tell stories of how people connect to the land.
And the campaign should be one that local
land trusts can tap in to.”
— Land Trust Alliance member

Land Trust Focus Group Findings
PRIORITIZATION OF CAMPAIGN OUTCOMES
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More diverse support base

9.1

Younger support base

8.4

More land conserved

8.2

More bond and political issues legislation passing

8.1

More vocal support for conservation projects

8.1

Greater access to outdoors and parks

7.9

More media coverage/digital and social

7.8

More funding

7.8

More people using the land

7.7

More people joining land trusts

7.6
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National Marketing Campaign
DESIGN AND LAUNCH A COALITION-BASED “RELEVANCE CAMPAIGN”
“To counter the long-term threat of public apathy and disinterest in land conservation, the
Alliance will design, launch and lead a public engagement campaign to elevate the importance
of land conservation as a priority in every community.”
– Land Trust Alliance Strategic Plan 2018 – 2022
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National Marketing Campaign
DESIGN AND LAUNCH A COALITION-BASED “RELEVANCE CAMPAIGN”
“The impact of this initiative will be measured in such terms as increased
engagement with those who have not traditionally been served or moved by land
conservation; voter support for land conservation in state and local bond initiatives;
new donors and corporate partners at the local, state and national level; and new
partnerships at national and community levels with other institutions and groups
that share our common interest in the land.”
– Land Trust Alliance Strategic Plan 2018 – 2022
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What are your
goals for a national
marketing
campaign?
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Warm-up Exercise
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Role Play
Exercise 1:
“Skeptical
Landowner”

What is a land
trust – and
why should
you care?

Pair up – ideally with someone you don’t know.
The setting: An event hosted by a landowner who has donated
an easement to introduce the land trust to her neighbors.
One of you will be yourself – a representative of your land trust.
Your role is to convince your partner to want to learn more
about your land trust – visit the website, attend another event,
or agreeing to meet for coffee at a later date, sharing an email
address for more info, etc.
One of you will play the role of a local third-generation
landowner. You love the land and the community, and you are
worried about how much both are changing. You are suspicious
of the motives of land trusts and environmentalists, but you
respect your host, a neighbor whom you’ve known your whole
life. Your role is to listen politely, ask questions and consider
whether engaging with a land trust is something that would
make sense for you and your family.
Decide on who will play which role.
You’ll have three minutes for your conversation.
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Role Play
Exercise 2: “New
Neighbor”

What is a land
trust – and
why should
you care?

Switch roles.
The set-up: Standing in line at the local farmers’ market
waiting to buy produce.
One of you will be yourself – a representative of your land
trust. Your role is to convince your partner to want to learn
more about your land trust – visit the website, attend an
event, visit the land trust booth at the market, etc.
One of you will play the role of a 36-year-old parent of two
who has never heard of a land trust. You have recently moved
to a townhome in the area. You want to make a difference in
your new community, but you have a very busy lifestyle. (In
fact, you have to get your daughter to her first soccer practice
in 45 minutes). Your role is to listen politely, ask questions
and consider whether engaging with a land trust is
something that would fit into your family’s priorities.

You’ll have three minutes for your conversation.
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How did it go?

15

Market Research
Who is the audience?
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Based on an analysis of Land Trust Alliance’s social followers and email database, reviewing data from a total segment of 37,019
participants who were available for analysis.
A man with a high net worth, stays active with outdoor sports, is passionate about the environment and loves a good book.

13x

Most Loved Brands

65%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have an affinity for premiumbrands

Top Interests

34x

1. Environment
2. Sports/Outdoor Adventure
3. Local Media
4. Politics
5. Education
6. Nonprofits
7. College Sports
8. Magazines
9. Finance
10. Travel

More influential than average*

More likely to purchase Men’s fashionand
attire*

3x
More likely to purchase beauty products, furniture
& accessories and running gear *

Davey Tree Expert Co.
American Water
Orvis Fly Fishing
Klean Kanteen
Gregory Packs

55

3

65

5

Average Age

# of social
networks

% that are
married

x more likely to work
as a professor

*As compared to the average nonprofit consumer
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Who makes up
your current
audience and
supporters?
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Current
Supporters
6.3 million

U.S. adults
258 million
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“High
Prospects”

Current
Supporters
6.3 million

U.S. adults
258 million
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“High
Prospects”

Current
Supporters
6.3 million

U.S. adults
258 million
“Moderate
Prospects”
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Audience Research
GOALS

Identify new potential audiences most likely to take action in support
land conservation and land trusts
◦ Demographic profiles
◦ Psychographic profiles

Message testing
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Audience Research
METHODOLOGY
AUDIENCE
Nationally representative sample
of gender by age, ethnicity, region
and income, with oversamples for
blacks, Latinos and those ages
18-34

MODE
Online Survey

LENGTH
18 minutes

DATES
January 9-15, 2019

GEOGRAPHY
Nationally
representative based
on Census

Nationally
Representative Total:
n=1,053
Oversamples
Black: n=526
Hispanic: n=504
Ages 18-34: n=550
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Identify Those Most Likely to Act
“HIGH PROSPECTS”

• Have an affinity for land, the outdoors and conservation (e.g., Feel
a connection to the outdoors, Believe parks are a vital community
resource, etc.)
• Likely to perform 12 or more actions to support land, the outdoors,
or conservation (e.g., using local trails or paths, participate in efforts
to clean up outdoor places, etc.)
• Donated financially and volunteered time to environmental or
conservation groups in the past 2 years
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Identify Those Most Likely to Act
“MODERATE PROSPECTS”

• Have an affinity for land, the outdoors and conservation (e.g., Feel
a connection to the outdoors, Believe parks are a vital community
resource, etc.)
• Likely to perform 7 or more actions to support land, the outdoors,
or conservation (e.g., using local trails or paths, participate in efforts
to clean up outdoor places, etc.)
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Identify Those Most Likely to Act
There is a sizable group – 2 in 5 – who are interested in land conservation and
land trusts and are motivated to engage with us.
• 13% “High Prospects”: Those who, like our current supporters, are emotionally committed to
conservation – though most are different from our current in other ways
• 28% “Moderate Prospects”: Those who are interested and are a strong target, but don’t
necessarily think like our current supporters about conservation
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Size of High Prospect Audiences by
Region
17%

13%

13%

14%

14%

15%
13%

8%

7%

Estimated
Audience
Size

12%

33M

886K

6.0M

4.6M

2.1M

7.4M

2.0M

2.0M

2.1M

6.1M

TOTAL

New England

Middle
Atlantic

East North
Central

West North
Central

South Atlantic

East South
Central

West South
Central

Mountain

Pacific

n=56

n=143

n=150

n=66

n=224

n=60

n=105

n=78

n=171

BASE: National (n=1,053)
Q120. In what state do you reside?
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High Prospects
33 million

Current
Supporters 4.6
million

U.S. adults
253 million
Moderate
Prospects
71 million
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Psychographics
“HIGH PROSPECTS”

Emotional about land and its personal, profound value in their lives –
and already taking action

Understand the importance of conservation on the tangible needs of
society but also see land as central to their lives
Inherently and completely understand the critical need for land
conservation and land trusts already
This is an issue that is so close to their hearts that it needs no
evidence, proof or explanation
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Psychographics
“MODERATE PROSPECTS”

Rational about land conservation, focusing on its tangible, direct
benefits.
Moderates support conservation because of its critical role in
providing necessary resources – drinking water, food supplies.
They also see the benefits of land conservation for children and
quality of life for all individuals.
But land is not central to their lives: They appreciate the land and
enjoy partaking in what land offers, but they do not feel as strong or
deep a connection as the high prospects group.
September 16, 2022
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Demographics
“HIGH PROSPECTS”

Much more engaged and connected through digital and social media
Demographically, they are more likely to be:
◦ Aged 25 – 34
◦ Employed

There are also higher
concentrations compared
to the general public of:
- Hispanic
- Suburban
- Liberal

◦ Higher education (college+)
◦ Higher income ($75K+)

◦ Parents with kids in the home
◦ Urban
◦ Registered voters
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Demographics
“MODERATE PROSPECTS”

Demographically, they are more likely to be:
◦Age 55+
◦Retired
◦Divorced/Separated/Widowed
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Demographics
“HIGH PROSPECTS” – ETHNICITY + URBANICITY
UNDERINDEX

Suburban
46%
109

White
63%
87
Small
town/
Rural
24%
58

Black
11%
91

OVERINDEX

Asian
6%
120

All other
ethnicities
(includes Asian)
10%
110
Urban
31%
119

Latino
15%
160

Black
25-34
3%
133

White
Black
urban female
18-34
White Rural
7%
4%
Black
White
Female
Latino 35-54
Latino
125
White 100 suburban
Urban Female
Black
11%
5%
18-24
25-34
3%
Urban Male
male
36
160
4%
7%
67
3%
15%
50
100
133
18-34
Black
107
Black
Urban Female
55+
White Rural
35-54
5%
3%
White 18-24
4%
Latino
White 55+ Male
160
33
4%
7%
Suburban Male
29%
White
75
White 100
57
3%
48
urban male
suburban
female
White
18-34 Rural
133
8%
16%
35-54
Female
18-34 Suburban
KEY*
113
94 18-34
24%
3%
Latina
Female
Demographic
129
33
suburban
Urban Female
6%
% of Population
Male
3%
150
Index
5%
133
*Note: Size of bubble represents percentage of population in general public, also listed in the bubble.
100
Index is the demographic percentage found in the High Prospect group divided by the demographic percentage of the population.
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Latino
Urban
Male
3%
200

Latina
Suburban
Female
4%
175

Highly
Overindex

18-34
Urban
Male
6%
200

Latino
25-34
5%
280
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Implications
“HIGH PROSPECTS”

There are 33MM people already predisposed to land trust
ideals:
They are 24 – 54, college educated, higher income ($75+), employed,
urban and parents of kids in the home.
They are urban and diverse.

They are wired for political engagement and action (registered, vote,
lead, organize).
They are well-suited to digital/social outreach and activation.
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Implications
“MODERATE PROSPECTS”

The next 71MM people most closely aligned to land
conservation are very different.
They require different targeting, somewhat different
messaging and much more education and motivation before
they will be activated – an entirely different type of
campaign.
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Discussion: Any
surprises,
concerns,
questions?
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Campaign Development
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Campaign Pilot Land Trusts
• Bayou Land Conservancy

• Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation

• Bitter Root Land Trust

• Openlands

• Buffalo Bayou Partnership

• San Juan Preservation Trust

• Coastal Prairie Conservancy

• Shirley Heinze Land Trust

• Columbia Land Conservancy

• Solano Land Trust

• Galveston Bay Foundation

• Western Reserve Land Conservancy

• Houston Audubon
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Campaign Development
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Campaign Framework
Campaign Characteristics:
◦ This will be a digital campaign
◦ This will be a coalition campaign, including land trusts, nonprofits from other sectors and local, regional
and national corporate sponsors.

Campaign Funding: Tap private donors to fund the launch, ultimately, finance the campaign through
corporate sponsorships and digital fundraising.

Campaign Timing:
◦ The campaign will grow over time: We are making at least a three- to five-year commitment.
◦ We are committed to a methodical and thoughtful approach with a series of go-, no-go decision points.
◦ We will mobilize with our partners each year around one event or promotion.
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Campaign Goals and Calls to Action
External Goals:
◦ Conserve 60 million acres by the end of the decade.
◦ Get more people outside onto the land
◦ Accelerate land conservation to help address some of our nation’s most pressing problems, including climate change, racial
inequity, land conversion, loss of habitat, etc.

Internal Goals
◦ Secure more volunteers, advocates and dollars for land trusts and conservation
◦ Develop a robust email database of the “conservation concerned.”

Calls to Action:
◦ Find your local land trust
◦ Get outside
◦ Volunteer
◦ Advocate for conservation

◦ Donate
◦ Learn more
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Market Research
Messages and campaign approaches
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Most High Prospects are likely to want to learn more
about conservation and take action in its favor.
Likelihood to Take Action Related to Land Trusts or Land Conservation
Not very likely

Somewhat likely

Very Likely

Extremely Likely

Extremely/Very
Likely (NET)

S I G N A P E T I T I O N T O P R O T E C T O R …2% 12%

30%

57%

86%

V O T E O N A L O C A L L A N D C O N S E R V A T I O N …2% 11%

31%

55%

86%

L E A R N A B O U T A N D V I S I T C O N S E R V E D …1% 13%

36%

50%

86%

L E A R N M O R E A B O U T L A N D …1% 13%

37%

48%

86%

S H A R E S T O R I E S , P H O T O S , O R V I D E O S … 3%

17%

W A T C H A V I D E O A B O U T L A N D T R U S T S 2%

20%

V I S I T A L O C A L L A N D T R U S T W E B S I T E 2%

40%

79%

42%

77%

41%

81%

19%

37%

41%

78%

17%

39%

39%

78%

V O L U N T E E R T O T A K E P A R T I N L A N D … 4%

9%

L E A R N A B O U T A N D A T T E N D A N E V E N T … 5%
WRITE TO A MEMBER OF CONGRESS

45%

35%

16%

D O N A T E T O S U P P O R T L A N D …2%

SIGN UP FOR A NEWSLETTER OR EMAILS

34%

13%

22%

31%

24%

36%

36%
29%

34%
30%

26%

67%
70%
56%

BASE: Base Sample High Prospects (n=441)
Q600. Below is a list of behaviors, actions, and activities that are related to land trusts and land conservation. For each one, please indicate how likely you are to actually take that action or take part in that
activity.
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Habitat preservation, ‘nature’, and connection to
community are among most positive words/phrases.
Reactions to Words+Phrases:
Top 10 overall
Positive Equity
97%

Conserved land protects habitats for plants and animals

96%

Protecting habitats

96%
Connection to nature

96%

Natural areas

96%

Clean water, fresh air, and healthy food

95%

Nature preserve

95%

Walking in nature

95%

Saving open places and nature

94%

Healthy communities need healthy land

94%

Areas to hike and camp

94%

Community gardens

94%

Park

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

BASE: Base Sample High Prospects (n=441)
Q400. There are lots of different words and phrases that are used when talking about land conservation and protecting the special places we need and love (forests, farmlands, urban green spaces,
rivers, mountains, etc.). For each of the following words, phrases, or groups, please indicate whether you have a positive, negative or neutral feeling.
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Connection to community and the future are also seen
as positive.
Positive Equity
Healthy communities need healthy land

94%

Conserving land protects our ways of life

92%

Conserved land is permanently protected for future generations

92%

Nature protects communities

91%
82%

Environmental equity

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

BASE: Base Sample High Prospects (n=441)
Q400. There are lots of different words and phrases that re used when talking about land conservation and protecting the special places we need and love (forests, farmlands, urban green spaces,
rivers, mountains, etc.). For each of the following words, phrases, or groups, please indicate whether you have a positive, negative or neutral feeling.
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts
Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.

35%

53%

88%

For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.

34%

53%

87%

Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

33%

53%

86%

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

29%

57%

86%

The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

34%

52%

86%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.

32%

50%

36%

81%

68%

BASE: Base Sample High Prospects (n=441)
Q505. The following is a list of potential reasons to support land trusts. For each one, please indicate how compelling you find it as a reason to support land trusts.
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts

Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.

35%

53%

88%

For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.

34%

53%

87%

Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

33%

53%

86%

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

29%

57%

86%

“permanently protected”
The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

34%

52%

86%

“future generations”
33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.

32%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

50%

36%

81%

68%

BASE: Base Sample High Prospects (n=441)
Q505. The following is a list of potential reasons to support land trusts. For each one, please indicate how compelling you find it as a reason to support land trusts.
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts

Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.

35%

53%

88%

For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.

34%

53%

87%

Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

33%

53%

86%

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

29%

57%

“land trusts promote
“en 34%
environmental equity”

86%

52%

The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

86%

33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.

32%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

50%

36%

81%

68%

BASE: Base Sample High Prospects (n=441)
Q505. The following is a list of potential reasons to support land trusts. For each one, please indicate how compelling you find it as a reason to support land trusts.
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts

Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.
For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.
Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

“…absorbing polluting gases and keeping them
out of the atmosphere”
“Land conservation reduces the impacts of
climate53%
change”
35%
88%

“Working with land trusts…we must…take
immediate
action to 53%
protect our communities
34%
87%
from the effects of climate change”
33%

53%

29%

86%

57%

86%

The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

34%

52%

86%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.

32%

50%

36%

81%

68%

BASE: Base Sample High Prospects (n=441)
Q505. The following is a list of potential reasons to support land trusts. For each one, please indicate how compelling you find it as a reason to support land trusts.
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts

Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.

35%

53%

88%

For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.

34%

53%

87%

Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

33%

53%

86%

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

29%

57%

86%

The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

34%

52%

86%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.
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81%

68%
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts

Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.

35%

53%

88%

For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.

“The health of
is inextricably 87%
34%our communities 53%
bound to the health of our land”

Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

33%

53%

“…nurturing our mental and physical health”

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

29%

57%

86%

86%

The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

34%

52%

86%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.
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68%
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts

Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.

35%

53%

88%

For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.

34%

53%

87%

Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

33%

53%

86%

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

“Family farms and ranches”
29%

57%

86%

“Land trusts support and enhance our cultures
34%
86%
and communities”52%

The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.

32%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

50%

36%

81%

68%
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Drivers of Support
Promise of Land Trusts
Reasons to Support Conservation and Land Trusts

Land conserved by land trusts is permanently protected, giving us the confidence that it will be there now
and for future generations.

35%

53%

88%

For too many communities, lack of access to clean water, air and land is a chronic issue. Land trusts promote
environmental equity through projects like watershed protection, community gardens, and access to parks
and natural lands.

34%

53%

87%

Land trusts conserve forests and other natural areas that play a key role in absorbing polluting gases and
keeping them out of the atmosphere.

33%

53%

86%

Land conservation reduces the impacts of climate change, safeguarding the natural areas, plants and wildlife
we all cherish.

29%
86%
“We don’t need
to live close to a57%
land trust to feel
the positive effects of conserving land”

The health of our communities is inextricably bound to the health of our land.

34%

52%

86%

Land trusts help us reconnect with nature, nurturing our mental and physical health.

33%

51%

84%

Whether they are protecting culturally significant tribal lands, pristine habitats for plants and animals, family
farms and ranches, or undisturbed natural areas for outdoor activities, land trusts support and enhance our
cultures and communities.

31%

53%

84%

Working with land trusts, we must come together as a nation and take immediate action to protect our
communities from the effects of climate change.

31%

We don't need to live close to a land trust to feel the positive effects of conserving land.

32%

50%

36%

81%

68%
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Discussion: Any
surprises,
concerns,
questions?
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Americans Views of the Problems Facing the Nation
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Americans Views of the Problems Facing the Nation
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Americans Views of the Problems Facing the Nation
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Americans Views of the Problems Facing the Nation
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Source: https://www.coloradocollege.edu/other/stateoftherockies/conservationinthewest/2022/2022-poll-results.html
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Message Framework
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Problem
facing your
Problem community
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Problem facing your
community
Problem
How land conservation can
help
address
the
problem
Solution
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Problem

Problem facing your community

Solution

How land conservation can help
address the problem

Your Role

Your organization’s role in
solving the problem
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Problem

Solution

How land conservation can help address the
problem

Your Role

Your organization’s role in solving the
problem

Your Impact
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Problem facing your community

The impact of your work – on the problem
and your community
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Problem

Solution

Neighborhood preserves and parks provide places
for kids to play outside.

Your Role

The ABC land trust creates trails and preserves in
our community and hosts family-friendly events.

Your Impact

September 16, 2022

Kids today don’t spend enough time outside.

Families have access to safe, beautiful places for
their kids to play that are close to home.
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Problem

Problem facing your community
• Proof point

Solution

How land conservation can help address the problem
• Proof point

Your Role

Your organization’s role in solving the problem
• Proof point

Your Impact
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The impact of your work – on the problem and your community
• Proof point
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Problem

Solution

Your Role

Your Impact
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Kids today don’t spend enough time outside.
• U.S. kids spend less time outside than prison inmates.

Neighborhood preserves and parks provide places for kids to play outside.
• Studies show that lack of access to safe, outdoor spaces is a deterrent.

The ABC land trust creates trails and preserves in our community and hosts
family-friendly events.
• We have 7 preserves in our community with weekly family-friendly events

Families have access to safe, beautiful places that are close to home.
• 5,342 kids have participated in our “Nature Explorers” program this year
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Problem

Increased incidence of flood is putting our community at risk.
• Heavy-rain events have risen 37% in the Midwest since the 1950s, and the magnitude
of river floods is steadily increasing.

Solution

Conserved wetlands, prairies and floodplains can help store water and reduce flooding
• Prairie grasses, with 12 to 18 feet of roots, absorb more than 8 inches of rainfall per
hour compared to just half an inch for turf grass.

Your Role

The ABC land trust conserves prairies and floodplains
• We've conserved and restored 647 acres of prairie north of our town.

Conserved prairies and floodplains help buffer our community from flooding from
extreme storms.
Your Impact • After a recent storm, people in a neighborhood adjacent to prairies saw less flooding.
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GainingGroundUSA.org
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View Gaining Ground video at www.landtrustalliance.org
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Using the
message
framework
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Write your own messages
Issues or Problems:
Lack of clean drinking water

Problem

Lack of equitable access to the
land
Extreme weather events

Solution

How land conservation can help
address the problem

Your Role

Your organization’s role in solving the
problem

Climate change
Vanishing family farms and
ranches
Preventable health crisis
Kids spending too much time
inside
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Problem

Your Impact

The impact of your work – on the
problem and your community
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Remember to start by identifying your target
audience!
Issues or Problems:
Lack of clean drinking water

Problem

Lack of equitable access to the
land
Extreme weather events

Solution

How land conservation can help
address the problem

Your Role

Your organization’s role in solving the
problem

Climate change
Vanishing family farms and
ranches
Preventable health crisis
Kids spending too much time
inside
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Problem

Your Impact

The impact of your work – on the
problem and your community
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Remember to start by identifying your target
audience!
Issues or Problems:
Lack of clean drinking water

Problem

Lack of equitable access to the
land
Extreme weather events

Solution

How land conservation can help
address the problem

Your Role

Your organization’s role in solving the
problem

Climate change
Vanishing family farms and
ranches
Preventable health crisis
Kids spending too much time
inside

Problem

Your Impact

The impact of your work – on the
problem and your community
Don’t forget proof points!
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Find a new partner

Exercise 3: “Firsttime Volunteer”

What is a land
trust – and
why should
you care?

The setting: A land trust volunteer event.
One person will be the representative of your land trust. Your
role is to convince your partner to commit to attend a future
event for the land trust.
The other will play the role of a 28-year-old who has signed
up for a volunteer event with the land trust that was listed in
a local e-newsletter of community events. Even though you
have never heard of a land trust before, you like being
outside. You are attending alone and know no one there. You
were hoping to meet people, but you also want to do
something positive for your community. Your role is to listen
politely, share details about your interests, ask questions
and consider whether any future land trust events make
sense for you.
You have three minutes for your conversation.
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Campaign Toolkit
You can start using these assets now
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Campaign
Toolkit

https://www.landtrustalliance.org/gaining-ground-toolkit
RALLY 2022
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View Instagram post at:
https://www.instagram.com/p/CcGMnmKtzJ9/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Ensuring access to the benefits of conservation
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Conserving land for future generations
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Questions
and
Discussion

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE

August 24, 2022
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Campaign Next Steps
Watch this space!
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Thank you for attending
this Rally session!

You feedback is important! Please take a few
moments to complete a session evaluation on
the Rally App by navigating to the session you
are in and finding the "clipboard" icon on the
left.
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